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Abstract 

It is suggested a model for synthesis of effective design decisions where a 
generalized space graph notion are used. The properties of this graph are examined. 
Engineering interpretation and CAD- application of receiving results are given. 

1. Introduction. 
Adaptivity is a property characterizing the ability of information systems (IS) to 

adapt quickly (often at on-line) and without essential expenditure to new requiements and 
working environment [1]. At present in connection with often alterations of production-
technological and administrative structures, the problem of IS adaptivity is very sharply. 
There are cases when the adaptivity of IS determines not only profitability and also the 
survivance of an enterprise [2]. 

To solve the problem by means of "open systems" technology is far from being 
justified, and compromises considered the specifics and traditions of particular enterprises 
are needed. 

Acceptance of compromise decisions requires to create a whole complex of 
mathematical models adequately describing problems and procedures of project synthesis 
in accordance with adopted engineering conception [3]. 

2. Engineering conception. 
A wide use of module principle is the distinctive in modern practice of IS design. 

Host- computer, workstations, server, local area networks, SCADA systems, specialized 
measuring complexes, local regulation systems and others may be presented as 
"modules". Modules are completed from such autonomous "components" as: computers, 
controllers, operating systems, database management systems, software packages, 
communication channels and so on. 

Adaptivity estimation of various modules in design synthesis process in realized 
on criteria that characterize: (1) variability and adjustment of modules (for instance, 
adjustment of WS Report Writer to the forms of output documents, variability of structure 
of DB information massif, variability of topology, channel protocols, routiring algorithms 
and throughput of LAN); (2) possibility to use values from some enumeration and 
nomenclature (for instance, possibility to use service discipline from enumeration 
<PRTY, ORDEREED, FIFO, possibility to choice DB access method from enumeration 
<HSAM, HISAM, HDAM, HIDAM>); (3) possibility to accomplish some direct 
reguarements to components, modules and IS (for instance, transferability and 
reenterability of software). Very important project limitations as cost, interface with other 
modules, resources (time, financial expenditure, specialists) necessary for readjustment 
and others are used along with adaptivity criteria. 

Variety of design solutions of IS obtained from modules (M) to within 
isomorphism may be represented by means of directed tree D(M,F), where В is a set of 
vertices corresponding to functional structure of IS; F:B->B are maps indicating the 


